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Figure 1: Temperature inside a rotating disk reactor. Sampling is able to identify constant boundary conditions and highlight them where they
would otherwise be obscured by the full scalar value range.

A BSTRACT
First impressions from initial renderings of data are crucial for directing further exploration and analysis. In most visualization systems, default colormaps are generated by simply linearly interpolating color in some space based on a value’s placement between
the minimum and maximum taken on by the dataset. We design a
simple sampling-based method for generating colormaps that highlights important features. We use random sampling to determine the
distribution of values observed in the data. The sample size required
is independent of the dataset size and only depends on certain accuracy parameters. This leads to a computationally cheap and robust
algorithm for colormap generation. Our approach (1) uses perceptual color distance to produce palettes from color curves, (2) allows
the user to either emphasize or de-emphasize prominent values in
the data, (3) uses quantiles to map distinct colors to values based on
their frequency in the dataset, and (4) supports the highlighting of
either inter- or intra-mode variations in the data.
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I NTRODUCTION
Color is the most relative medium in art.
— Josef Albers, Interaction of Color

Color is one of the most prevalent tools used in scientific visualization and possibly the easiest to misuse – knowingly, or, as
this paper considers, unknowingly. As Albers notes, and cognitive neuroscience has established experimentally, human perception of color is only relative to its surroundings. Within a single
image, color can be used to identify spatial trends at varying scales,
discriminate between neighboring values, and even gauge absolute
values to some degree.
However, there are very few tools to design the maps between
numbers we wish to illustrate and colors that will aid in their undistorted perception1 . General-purpose visualization tools are often
given data with no description of its source, no units of measurement, no accuracy of its computation or measurement, no measurements of its trends, nor any indication of how importance is defined.
Large datasets that cannot be held in memory (or require a highperformance computer with distributed memory) may not provide
easy access to such summary information. It is difficult to choose a
good colormap with some expert knowledge of the dataset.
Most default colormaps are defined by linearly interpolating
dataset values between the maximum and minimum in the range
of the dataset. This is computationally cheap but disregards the distribution of values within the data. Consider Figures 1(a) and 1(b),
which show temperatures inside a rotating disk reactor. These were
generated by the standard tools VisIt and ParaView respectively. It
is not all clear from these figures that there are three special boundary conditions in this data. For example, the entire outer surface of
the cylinder has the same temperature of 293.15◦ C, distinct from

§ e-mail:apinar@sandia.gov
1 It is arguably impossible to say that a particular person’s perception is
biased or unbiased, but it may be possible to quantify how a population’s
perception of a particular feature is proportional to the evidence for it provided by the data relative to other features in the same data.

all other points. The bottom part has a temperature of 303.15◦ C,
also distinct from all other points. These are completely obscured
by the simplistic linear interpolation of color.
Clearly, choosing an informative colormap requires some data
analysis. But analysis techniques providing detailed information
about the data require possibly expensive pre-processing stages.
For instance, information regarding relative frequencies of values
and spatial relationships could be useful for a good colormap. But
how does one obtain this information for a large dataset without affecting the running time of the actual visual presentation? In this
work, we address this problem with an efficient method to generate
colormaps via random sampling. These colormaps identify discrete
values that occur with high probability – some fraction τ of the
dataset or larger – and apply a continuous color-palette curve to the
remaining CDF by quantile, so that perceptible changes in color are
assigned to equiprobable ranges of values.
Theoretically, our algorithm is simple and provably robust. In
practice, with a negligible overhead our algorithm yields images
that better highlight features within the data. Most importantly, the
required sample size depends only on desired accuracy parameters
and is independent of the dataset size. However, as with any sampling approach, this technique may fail to discover exceedingly rare
events; we relate sample size to the probability 1 − δ that an event
more frequent than τ goes undetected. Events less frequent than
τ are considered negligible. For reasonably small values of τ and
δ , the sample size is practical – but it does grow quickly as τ is
decreased.
Results
Consider visualizing a large dataset. If there are certain “prominent” values that occur with high frequency, then we might want
these to take on special colors to highlight them. Continuous data
may not uniformly occupy its range, and for some applications it is
important to visualize overall trends in the colored attribute while in
others it is small deviations from the trend that are important. We
devise a new simple and scalable algorithm to design such color
maps. The salient features of our algorithm follow.
• We introduce a simple sampling-based routine for approximately identifying prominent values and ranges in data. We
provide a formal proof of correctness (including quantifiable
error bounds) for this routine using probability concentration
inequalities.
• The number of samples required by our routine only depends
on the accuracy desired and not on the data size. For example, suppose we wish to find all values that occur with more
than 1% frequency (in the data). Then, the number of samples
required is some fixed constant, regardless of data size.
• Given these approximate prominent values and ranges in the
data, we provide an automated technique for generating discrete and/or continuous color maps.
We empirically demonstrate our results on a variety of datasets.
Consider Figure 1. The rightmost figure shows the coloring output
by our algorithm, and notice how it picks up the three prominent
values (and one range) in the data. This allows for a coloring that
highlights the boundary conditions, as opposed to the standard colormaps.
2 R ELATED W ORK
The most well-known work on color in scientific visualization is
Brewer’s treatise on the selection of color palettes [5–7]. Her thesis
and much surrounding literature [13,21] focus on choosing palettes
that 1) avoid confounding intensity, lightness, or saturation with
hue either by co-varying them or using them to convey separate information; and 2) relate perceptual progressions of color with progressions of values in the data to be illustrated or – when the values
being illustrated have no relationship to each other – to avoid perceptual progressions of colors so that the image does not imply a

trend that is absent in the data. Other work [4, 18] discusses fundamental flaws with the commonly used default “rainbow” colormap
and presents results on diverging color maps which have since been
adopted by many in the community as they perform much better
than the rainbow colormap in scientific visualization settings. Eisemann et al. [10] propose a family of pre-color-map transforms that
transition from linear scaling (where all values in a range have the
same importance) to a kind of histogram-equalized scaling (where
values that frequently occur in the dataset are given more importance). They claim that linear scaling provides a way to discover
outliers, but this is only true if the data has a single central tendency;
outliers between multiple tendencies could well be masked by a linear scale. Also, perceptual differences between colors mapped to
values are not considered. Finally the technique is not inherently
scalable since it requires sorting all observed values, although it
could likely be adapted to use representative subsamples. However,
they identify a key factor in colormap design for exploratory visualization: without problem-specific knowledge, attempts to improve
discrimination between values oppose attempts to remove unused
ranges of values.
Other significant work has studied the generation of transfer
functions for volume rendering. Here, work includes the use of
entropy to maximize the “surprisal” and thus the information content of the image [2].The work of [14, 20] compare a number of
transfer function generation techniques and provide good high-level
overviews of the research in this area.
Borkin et al. [3] note that when a specific setting is being targeted, visualizations – including the colormap – should be chosen
to match. However, in this paper we consider the task given to
general-purpose visualization tools: how should default renderings
of datasets provided without any context be created?
Finally, tone mapping [15] has been used to adjust images that
contain more contrast than their presentation medium is able to provide by modeling how the human visual system deals with contrast.
3

BACKGROUND

A color model is a mathematical abstraction in which colors are represented as tuples of values. Common color models include RGB,
CMYK, and HSV. These and other color models differ in how the
tuples of values are interpreted and combined to achieve the spectrum of attainable color values. For example, RGB uses additive
color mixing, storing values of red, green, and blue. Not all devices
can represent and capture colors equally. A color space defines a
relationship between coordinates defined by a color model and the
human perception of those coordinates – over some subset of coordinates that may be perceived. The gamut of a device is defined
to be the subset of the color space that can be represented by the
device, and those colors that cannot be expressed within a color
model are considered out of gamut. CIELAB is a color space that
was created to serve as a device-independent model to be used as a
reference. It describes all colors that the human eye can see and is
defined by three coordinates: L represents the lightness of a color,
a represents its position between green and magenta/red, and b represents its position between yellow and blue.
The distance between colors is often defined in terms of the Euclidean distance between two colors in CIELAB space and is typically referred to as ∆E. Different studies have proposed different
∆E values that have a just noticeable difference (JND). Often a
value of ∆E≈ 2.3 is used, however, several variants on the ∆E function have been introduced to address perceptual non-uniformities
in the CIELAB color space. These non-uniformities can be visually depicted by MacAdam ellipses, which are elliptical regions that
contain colors that are considered indistinguishable. These ellipses
were identified empirically by MacAdam [16] who found that the
size and orientation of ellipses vary widely depending on the test
color. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) demonstrate the chromaticities (the
quality of a color independent of its brightness), visible to the average human. In Figure 2(a) the white triangle is the gamut of the
RGB color space and a palette curve and palette point are shown in

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The horse-shoe shape in these figures demonstrates the
chromaticities visible to the average human. In (a) the white triangle
is the gamut of the RGB color space and a palette curve and palette
point are shown in this space. In (b) multiple MacAdam ellipses are
shown to highlight perceptual non-uniformities in the color space.

this space. In Figure 2(b) multiple MacAdam ellipses are shown to
highlight perceptual non-uniformities in the color space.
4

OVERVIEW

It is convenient to think of a dataset as a distribution D of values.
Formally, pick a uniform random point in the data, and output the
value at that point. This induces the distribution D on values we
focus upon. We will fix τ ∈ (0, 1) and positive integer ν as parameters to our procedure. We will set δ ∈ (0, 1) as a failure probability
for our algorithm.
We begin with identifying prominent values. These are values
that make up at least a τ-fraction of the complete dataset. (In terms
of D, these are values with at least τ probability.) Once these are
identified, these can be “removed” from D to get a distribution D 0 .
This can be viewed as modeling D with a mixture of a discrete distribution and another distribution D 0 that we approximate as continuous. Formally, D 0 is the distribution induced by D on all values
except the prominent ones.
Next we divide the real line into ν intervals, where each interval has 1/ν probability in D 0 . This splitting provides an approximate CDF – to within 1/ν with probability 1 − δ – that can be
used for coloring data other than prominent values by quantile (i.e.,
histogram-equalized).
One of our contributions is a simple algorithm that (provably)
approximately computes this in time that only depends on τ, ν, δ .
It does not depend on the size of the actual data, and only on the
required precision (which is quantified by these parameters).
To generate our colormap, we first assign the prominent values
perceptually distant palette points. Intervals of equal probability
are then distributed evenly along a palette curve parameterized by
perceptual uniformity in order to make the distribution of data over
the scale as perceptible as possible. This gives the final colormap.
Finally, we provide a second colormap that alternates luminance
between light and dark values for each equiprobable portion of D 0
in order to aid in identifying small local deviations within a single
tendency of the data.
The interval identification is thus effectively a sample-based approximation to histogram equalization, however our algorithm performs this step after the prominent values have been separated from
the dataset samples so that discrete behavior will not bias the density estimate 2 .
2 One example of mixed discrete and continuous behavior is rainfall
totals; samples are generally modeled [23] as a mixture [11] of clear days
(a discrete distribution with only 1 possible rainfall total) and rainy days
(which tend to have an exponential or, more generally, gamma distribution

Because quantiles are less sensitive to outliers than the PDF, extreme values do not have an exaggerated effect on coloring. Our approach does not provide outlier identification and we contend that –
for large data – outliers should be considered in a separate sampling
biased toward them once prominent intervals have been confirmed
as conceptually significant by a domain expert. Otherwise small
samples are unlikely to be effective at identifying outliers.
It is important to note that sampling is important in order to obtain scalability [19]; when data is distributed across multiple processes with no guarantees on the uniformity of the distribution. A
naive exact CDF computation can easily exceed the memory available to a single process, while bucketing can require significant
memory and network bandwidth to properly compute.
The next section details the algorithm we use for computing colormaps; after that, we present the mathematics, both proof and algorithms, for sampling and for detecting prominent values and important intervals.
5 M APPING SCALAR VALUES TO COLOR
We formally describe our procedure for mapping data values to
color according to the distribution of scalar values within the data.
We assume the following are provided as input to the mapping algorithm: 1) a palette curve and palette points; and 2) a list of prominent values in the data and an approximate CDF for the remaining
data. The CDF comprises a collection of n disjoint and contiguous
intervals, B1 , . . . , Bn . Each Bi has an associated minimum function
value fimin and maximum function value fimax , simply corresponding to the left and right endpoints of Bi . Furthermore, each Bi also
has an associated set of samples, whose size is denoted by s(Bi ).
See the bottom of Figure 3(b), where the relative heights of bars in
Bi denote the size of s(Bi ). These represent an approximate CDF
in that (roughly speaking), the CDF value at the right endpoint of
Bi is given by ∑ij=1 s(B j )/ ∑nj=1 s(B j ). (In Section 6, we describe a
provably robust sampling-based approach for the quick estimation
of this information.)
Given the input, we first assign a unique color to each prominent value. Next, we discretize the palette curve p into k individual
palette points of ∆E≈ 2.3 (this value is tunable), see Figure 3(b).
Given a scalar value, f we compute an interpolation factor, t f ,
based on the position of f in the CDF. (Again, refer to Figure 3(b).)
To do this we identify the bucket Bi that contains f and compute:


f − fimin
∗ s(Bi )
s(B
)
+
∑i−1
j
max
min
j=1
fi − fi
tf =
n s(B )
∑ j=1
j
Once we have identified t f , we compute the final color, c f , using
the palette curve p with k palette points as
j = t f ∗ k,
t j = j − floor( j),
c f = c j + t j (c j+1 − c j ).
Implementation details: As Eisemann et al. note [10], colormap
definitions have opposing objectives in exploratory visualization
where problem specifics are unknown; it is impossible to discern
whether similar values should be perceptually similar in order that
trends across large differences in function values may be detected
or whether similar values should be perceptually distinct in order
that small differences may be detected. We provide two colormaps
for these two situations that users must choose between: an intermode map that varies hues smoothly and at constant luminance
within CDF intervals and an intra-mode colormap that varies hue
of precipitation totals [12]). One might expect – and this paper demonstrates
– similar behavior from simulations, where some regions are static due to
boundary or initial conditions while others evolve into approximations of
continuous behavior.

smoothly but rapidly alternates luminance between high and low
values to provide visual cues for discriminating between small differences in value. We name the situations inter- and intra-mode
because one might find the former useful for contrasting behavior
across different spatial or statistical modes; and the latter useful for
contrasting behavior within a given mode. This use of luminance
is similar to the use of structured light to highlight small geometric
features [24]. Furthermore, prominent values can be emphasized or
de-emphasized within an image by modifying the lightness of the
associated color in CIELAB space. We use the Little CMS color engine [17] to perform all transformations between color spaces and
compute ∆E distances between colors.

(a)

• (Lower tail) For any ε > 0,
Pr[X < (1 − ε)E[X]] ≤ exp(−ε 2 E[X]/2).
• (Upper tail) For any ε > 0,
Pr[X > (1 + ε)E[X]] ≤ exp(−ε 2 E[X]/3).
• (Upper tail) For any t > 2eE[X],
Pr[X > t] ≤ 2−t .
In our theorems, we do not attempt to optimize constants. The
running time of our algorithms does not depend on the data size, and
the theorems are basically proof of concepts. Our empirical work
will show that the actual samples sizes required are quite small. For
convenience, we use c and c0 to denote sufficiently large constants.
Our algorithms will take as input a sample size parameter. Our theorems will show that this can be set to a number that only depends
on precision parameters, for desired guarantees.
6.1 Finding prominent values
Our aim is to determine values of r such that pr > τ is large, where
τ ∈ (0, 1) is a threshold parameter.
find-prominent(s, τ)
Inputs: sample size s, threshold τ
Output: the “frequent set” of range elements, I.

(b)
Figure 3: Consider a dataset with two prominent values, P1 , P2 and
overall range R1 . In figure (a) a simple linear interpolation scheme is
depicted in which the color associated with the value f is independent of the distribution of values in the dataset. In (b) the two prominent values are assigned the colors yellow and purple respectively.
The range is assigned blue-red. Using our CDF-based interpolation
scheme, we obtain a color for the function value f that is determined
by the important interval and associated range to which f belongs.
In out future work, we point out that should we have a way to split
ranges, a second green-orange palette curves might be used to illustrate samples from apparently distinct populations.

6 P ROMINENT VALUES AND THE CDF APPROXIMATION
We describe the sampling approaches used to determine prominent
values and important intervals of a dataset. We employ two simple sampling algorithms for this purpose. The first algorithm does
a direct sampling to determine frequent values in the dataset. The
second algorithm constructs a series of intervals, such that the frequency of data within each interval is roughly the same. Note that
a large variance in the lengths of these intervals indicates a nonuniformity in data value distribution. These intervals represent our
approximate CDF.
We treat our data as a discrete distribution, where for each value
r, pr is the fraction of the dataset where the value r is attained (So
{pr } describes a distribution over the range of the dataset). We use
D to denote this distribution and R to denote the support. For any
set S (often an interval of the real line), we use P(S) to denote the
probability mass of S.
The analysis of both algorithms follow from straightforward applications of Chernoff bounds. We state the multiplicative Chernoff
bound (refer to Theorem 1.1 in [9]) for sums of independent random variables.
Theorem 6.1. [Chernoff bound] Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xk be independent
random variables in [0, 1] and X = ∑ki=1 Xi .

1. Generate set S of s independent random samples from D
2. Initialize important set I = 0.
/
3. For any element r ∈ D that occurs more than sτ/2 times in
S,
Add r to I.
4. Output I.
The following theorem states that (up to some approximation), I
is indeed the set of frequent elements. The constants in the following are mainly chosen for presentation. (Instead of pr < τ/8
in the following, we can set it to τ/α, for any α > 1, and choose
s accordingly.) Throughout our theorems, we use δ for a tunable
error parameter that decides the sample size s. Note that it is not an
explicit parameter to the algorithms.
Theorem 6.2. Set s = (c/τ) ln(c/(τδ )). With probability > 1 − δ
(over the samples), the output of find-prominent(τ, δ ) satisfies the following.
If pr > τ, then r ∈ I.
If pr < τ/8, then r ∈
/ I.
Proof. We first prove that with probability at least 1 − δ /2, for all
pr > τ, r ∈ I. Then we show that with probability at least 1 − δ /2,
for all pr < τ/8, r ∈
/ I. A union bound then completes the proof.
Consider some r such that pr > τ. Let Xi be the indicator random
variable for the event that the ith sample is r. So E[Xi ] = pr and all
Xi s are independent. We set X = ∑i≤s Xi and apply the Chernoff
lower tail of Theorem 6.1 with ε = 1/2. Hence, Pr[X < E[X]/2] ≤
exp(−E[X]/8). Note that E[X] = pr s > sτ. We obtain Pr[X <
sτ/2] ≤ Pr[X < E[X]/2] ≤ exp(−E[X]/8) ≤ exp(−sτ/8). Since
s = (c/τ) ln(c/(τδ )), exp(−sτ/8) = exp(−c ln(c/(τδ )) ≤ δ τ/16.
Putting it together, Pr[X < sτ/2] < δ τ/16. Hence, in our algorithm, the element r will not be in I with probability at most δ τ/16.
There are at most 1/τ values of r such that pr > τ. By the union
bound, the probability that there exists some such value of r occurring less than sτ/2 times is at most δ /16. Hence, with probability
> 1 − δ /16, ∀pr > τ, r ∈ I.
Define set A = {r|pr ≥ τ/8}, and R0 = R \ A. The second part
is stated as Lemma 6.3 below with α = τ/8. We get that with
probability > 1 − δ /2, all r ∈ R0 individually occur less than sτ/2
times. Hence, none of them are in I.

Lemma 6.3. Let α ∈ (0, 1) and s > (c/8α) ln(c/(8αδ )). Consider
a set R0 such that ∀r ∈ R0 , 0 < pr ≤ α. With probability > 1 − δ /2,
the following holds. For all r ∈ R0 , the number of occurrences of r
in s uniform random samples from D is at most 4sα.
Proof. We apply Claim 6.4 (given below). This gives a series of intervals R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn , such that for all m < n, P(Rm ∩ R0 ) ∈ [α, 2α].
Also, P(Rn ∩ R0 ) ≤ 2α.
Consider some Rm for m < n, and let Yi be the indicator random
variable for the ith sample falling in Rm . We have E[Yi ] ∈ [α, 2α]
and E[Y ] ∈ [αs, 2αs] (where Y = ∑i≤s Yi ). It will be convenient to
use the bound E[Yi ] ∈ [α/2, 2α] and E[Y ] ∈ [α/2s, 2αs].
Since the Yi s are independent, we can apply the first Chernoff
upper tail with ε = 1. This yields Pr[Y > 2E[Y ]] ≤ exp(−E[Y ]/3).
Since E[Y ] ≤ 2αs, Pr[Y > 4sα] ≤ Pr[Y > 2E[Y ]]. Since E[Y ] ≥
αs/2, exp(−E[Y ]/3) ≤ exp(−αs/6) = δ α/3. Putting it together,
Pr[Y > 4sα] < δ α/3. Hence, Pr[Y > 4sα] ≤ exp(−αs/3) = δ α/3.
Now focus on Rn and define Y analogous to above. If P(Rn ∩
R0 ) > α/2, we can apply the previous argument with ε = 1. Again,
we deduce that Pr[Y > 4sα] ≤ exp(−sα/6) = δ α/3. If P(Rn ∩
R0 ) < α/2, we apply the second Chernoff tail with t = 4sα (observing that 4sα ≥ (2e)α/2) to deduce that Pr[Y > 4sα] ≤ 2−4sα ≤
δ α/3.
We apply the union bound over all Rm for m ≤ n. Note that n is at
most 1/α + 1, since P(Rm ∩ R0 ) ≥ 2α and the Rm s are disjoint. So
with probability at most δ /2, there exists some Rd such that number
of occurrences in Rd is more than 4sα. Hence, with probability at
least 1−δ /2, no element in R0 can appear more than 4sα times.
Claim 6.4. Let α ∈ (0, 1). Consider a set R0 such that ∀r ∈ R0 ,
0 < pr ≤ α. There exists a sequence of numbers minr∈R0 r =
z1 , z2 , . . . , zk = maxr∈R0 r (k ≥ 2) such that for all i < k − 1,
P([zi , zi+1 ) ∩ R0 ) ∈ [α, 2α] and P([zk−1 , zk ]) ≤ 2α.
Proof. This is done through a simple iterative procedure. We
start with z1 = minr∈R0 r. Given zi , we describe how to find zi+1 .
Imagine zi+1 initialized to zi and continuously increased until the
P([zi , zi+1 ] ∩ R0 ) (note that we use a closed interval) exceeds 2α. If
zi+1 crosses maxr∈R0 r, then we have found the last interval and terminate this process. Now, P([zi , zi+1 ) ∩ R0 ) (the open interval) must
be less than 2α, or we would have stopped earlier. Furthermore,
P([zi , zi+1 ) ∩ R0 ) = P([zi , zi+1 ] ∩ R0 ) − pzi+1 ≥ 2α − α = α.
6.2 Finding an approximate CDF
Our aim is to construct a series of disjoint intervals that (almost) equally partition the probability mass. To gain some intuition, consider a positive integer v and a sequence of numbers
y0 , y1 , . . . , yv where y0 = minr∈R r, yv = maxr∈R r, and for all i < v,
P([yi , yi+1 )) = 1/v. Our algorithm will try to find these intervals
(for a parameter v). Of course, such intervals may not even exist,
due to the discrete nature of D. Nonetheless, we will try to find
suitable approximations. We assume that there are no values in D
with high probability. This is an acceptable assumption, since we
run this procedure after “removing” prominent values from D.
There are two parameters for find-CDF: the sample size s and
the block size b. For convenience, assume b divides s. The output
is a series of s/b intervals, each with (provably) approximately the
same probability mass. As we mentioned earlier, this constitutes an
approximation to the CDF, since the probability mass of the first k
of these intervals will be (approximately) proportional to k.
find-CDF(s, b)
Inputs: sample size s, block size b
Outputs: Intervals B1 , B2 , . . .
1. Generate set S of s independent random samples from D.
2. Sort these to get the (ordered) list {x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xs }.
3. Output the intervals B1 = [x1 , xb ), B2 = [xb+1 , x2b ), etc. In
general, the ith interval Bi is [x(i−1)b+1 , xib ) and there are s/b
blocks. The samples in this interval form the associated set,
so s(Bi ) = |Bi ∩ S|.

This main theorem involves some play of parameters, and we express s and b in terms of an auxiliary (integer) parameter v. Again,
the constants chosen here are mainly given for some concreteness
and notational convenience. We use the notation A ∈ (1 ± β )B as a
shorthand for A ∈ [(1 − β )B, (1 + β )B].
Theorem 6.5. Set s = cv ln(cv/δ ) and b = s/v. Suppose there exists
no r ∈ R such that pr > 1/100v. With probability > 1 − δ , the
following holds. For each output interval B, P(B) ∈ (1 ± 1/10)/v.
Furthermore, P((minr∈R r, x1 )) and P((xs , maxr∈R r)) are at most
1/50v.
Proof. We first apply Claim 6.4 with α = 1/100v and R0 = R, to
get the sequence minr∈R r = z1 , z2 , . . . , zk = maxr∈R r. We have
P([zi , zi+1 )) ∈ [1/100v, 1/50v] for i < k − 1 and P([zk−1 , zk ]) ≤
1/50v. We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Set s = cv ln(cv/δ ). Let Zi, j be the number of samples
falling in interval [zi , z j ). With probability at least 1 − δ /2, for all
pairs i, j, Zi, j ∈ (1 ± 1/20)sP([zi , z j )).
Proof. Fix interval [zi , z j ). Let Xm be the probability of the mth
sample falling in [zi , z j ). We have E[Xm ] = P([zi , z j )) ≥ 1/100v
and all Xm ’s are independent. Also, Zi, j = ∑m≤s Xm , and E[Zi, j ] =
sP([zi , z j )) ≥ s/100v. The upper Chernoff tail with ε = 1/20 yields
Pr[Zi, j < (1 − 1/20)sP([zi , z j ))] ≤ exp(−sP([zi , z j ))/800). The
lower tail with ε = 1/20 yields Pr[Zi, j > (1 + 1/20)sP([zi , z j ))] ≤
exp(−sP([zi , z j ))/1200).
By a union bound over both tails and plugging in the
bound P([zi , z j )) ≥ 1/100v, the probability that Xi, j ∈
/ (1 ±
1/20)sP([zi , z j )) is exp(−s/(800 · 100v)) + exp(−s/(1200 · 100v)).
Doing the calculations (for sufficiently large constant c), this probability is at most δ /cv2 . A union bound over all intervals (at most
100v+1
of them) completes the proof.
2
We apply Lemma 6.6, so with probability 1 − δ /2, for all i, j,
Zi, j ∈ (1 ± 1/20)sP([zi , z j ]). Now, we apply Lemma 6.3 with
α = 1/100v and R0 = R. With probability > 1 − δ /2, no element
occurs more than s/25v times. By a union bound, both these hold
with probability > 1 − δ . Under these conditions, we complete our
proof.
Fix a block B, and let [zi , z j ) be the smallest such interval that
contains B. Let [zi0 , z j0 ) be the largest such interval inside B. Since
(for any a) P([za , za+1 )) ≤ 1/50v, P([zi , z j )) − 2 · (1/50v) ≤ P(B) ≤
P([zi , z j )). Similarly, P([zi0 , z j0 )) ≤ P(B) ≤ P([zi0 , z j0 ))+2·(1/50v).
Let ` denote the number of sample points in B = [xh , xh+1 ). Since
the number of samples in [xh , xh+1 ] (the closed interval) is exactly
b, ` ≤ b = s/v. Also, ` is at least b minus the number of sample
occurrences of xh+1 . So ` ≥ b − s/25v = (1 − 1/25)s/v. We remind
the reader that Zi, j is the number of sample occurrences in [zi , z j ),
which is an interval containing B. Hence ` ≤ Zi, j . Similarly, ` ≥
Zi0 , j0 .
We use the bound that Zi, j ∈ (1 ± 1/20)sP([zi , z j )) (similarly for
Zi0 , j0 ). Since ` ≤ Xi, j , we get (1−1/25)s/v ≤ (1+1/20)sP([zi , z j )).
Since ` ≥ Xi0 , j0 , s/v ≥ (1 − 1/20)sP([zi0 , z j0 ). Relating the probabilities to P(B), we get (1 − 1/25)/v ≤ (1 + 1/20)(P(B) + 1/25v) and
1/v ≥ (1 − 1/20)(P(B) − 1/25v). Rearranging the terms, we complete the proof for output interval B.
No samples fall in the intervals (minr∈R r, x1 ) and (xs , maxr∈R r).
Hence, they must be completely contained in some interval of the
form [za , za+1 ], and their probabilities are at most 1/50v.
7 R ESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the results of applying our colormap
generation algorithm to a variety of datasets. These include the
Mandelbrot dataset, a rotating disk reactor, and two combustion
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datasets. We compare images of the data created with default colormaps of several visualization tools to colormaps created using our
technique.
The Mandelbrot dataset is a synthetic function that can be sampled at any resolution. By contouring the volumetric function using
a geometric sequence of isovalues, we obtained auxiliary data used
to characterize how prominent value detection behaves as distinct
values become near enough to appear as a continuous range, see
Figure 6. We also run the algorithm on the data without contouring
in Figure 7.
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Figure 4: The probability density function (PDF, top) and cumulative
density function (CDF, bottom) of the rotating disk reactor, shown in
blue and obtained from the prominent values and blocked ranges.
Prominent values and their probabilities are shown in red. Note that
prominent values have an absolute probability associated with them
while the PDF shows densities estimated from many different values;
none of the samples used to estimate the density occur with frequencies approaching that of the prominent values.

The rotating disk reactor, shown in Figure 1, is a steady-state
simulation of continuous vapor deposition (CVD) carried out by
MPSalsa [22, § D.2]. A notch has been removed for illustrative purposes. It is a small dataset that contains thermodynamic state variables, velocity, and chemical species concentrations at each node.
The simulated region is a fluid-filled cavity between a concentric
tube and rod where reactants flow up from the unobstructed volume
(bottom), across the heated rod, and exit at the annulus (top). Of
interest is the fact that temperature boundary conditions have been
imposed: the outer cylindrical wall is held at an ambient temperature of 293.15 K, the inner rod cap is heated to 913.15 K, and the
fluid entering the chamber is a constant 303.15 K. Because the two
lower temperature conditions are very near each other relative to the
heated rod cap, it is impossible to distinguish them in the default
views of ParaView and VisIt. However, by passing the temperature
through the sampling algorithm above, we obtain the PDF and CDF
shown in Figure 4, along with associated prominent values that pull
out these features. By assigning colors far from the palette curve to
these prominent values, the difference is apparent.
In addition to these two datasets we also demonstrate our results
on two combustion datasets: HCCI, and Lifted Ethylene Jet. These
datasets were generated by S3D [8], a turbulent combustion simulation code that performs first principles-based direct numerical simulations in which both turbulence and chemical kinetics introduce
spatial and temporal scales spanning typically at least 5 decades.
The HCCI dataset is a study of turbulent auto-ignitive mixture of
Di-Methyl-Ether and air under typical Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) conditions [1]. This simulation is aimed
at understanding the ignition characteristics of typical bio-fuels for
automotive applications and has a domain size of over 175 million
grid points. The second simulation describes a lifted ethylene jet
flame [25], involved in a reduced chemical mechanism for ethyleneair combustion, with a domain size of 1.3 billion grid points.
Figure 7 contains images comparing our technique with that
of ParaView for the Mandelbrot, HCCI, and Lifted Ethylene Jet
datasets. The first row demonstrates default color maps generated
by ParaView for the Mandelbrot, HCCI, and Lifted Ethylene Jet

Figure 5: Our technique demonstrates good scalability as the number
of samples required by our algorithm is fixed according to accuracy
parameters as opposed to dataset size.

datasets. The second and third row contrast inter- vs. intra-mode
differences with the prominent values emphasized as colors with
low lightness in CIELAB space, while the fourth and fifth row contrast inter- vs. intra-mode differences with prominent values deemphasized as colors with high lightness in CIELAB space. In
particular, within the combustion datasets, our approach visually
depicts structures in the data that are difficult to see in the default
view. These structures cover a relatively small percentage of overall scalar domain, however these values are observed with relatively
high frequency within the data. We note that our approach can be
effective at identifying coherent structures in spite of the fact that
we are not integrating spatial information into our estimates.
Scalability: Figure 5 highlights the scalability of our approach
for the Lifted Ethylene Jet and HCCI datasets. We performed our
experiments on Lens at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility. Lens is a 77-node commodity-type Linux cluster whose primary purpose is to provide a conduit for large-scale scientific discovery via data analysis and visualization of simulation data. Lens
has 45 high-memory nodes that are configured with 4 2.3 GHz
AMD Opteron processors and 128 GB of memory. The remaining 32 GPU nodes are configured with 4 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron
processors and 64 GB of memory. Datasets were evaluated with
τ = 0.001 and b = 1024, requiring approximately 100,000 samples
to achieve a failure probability of δ = 10−6 .
8 C ONCLUSION
We introduced a sampling based method to generate colormaps.
Our algorithm identifies important values in the data, provides a
provably-good approximation of the CDF of the remaining data,
and uses this information to automatically generate discrete and/or
continuous color maps. Our experiments showed the new colormaps yield images that better highlight features within the data.
The proposed approach is simple and efficient, yet provably robust.
Most importantly, the number of samples required by the algorithm
depends only on desired accuracy in estimations and is independent
of the dataset size. This provides excellent scalability for our algorithms, as the required preprocessing time remains constant despite
increasing data as we move to exascale computing. The algorithms
are also efficiently parallelizable and and yield linear scaling.
In our future work, we would like to identify regions of the CDF
that are flat to within some tolerance (i.e., regions of the PDF that
are nearly empty) in order to split the CDF into ranges likely to be
generated by different distributions which have been mixed together
by sampling. These ranges would each be colored with different
palette curves in order to provide visual feedback about spatial regions that are likely sampling different distributions.
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Figure 6: These images show 32 contour values, each of which is
identified by our algorithm as a prominent value. Many of these isovalues lie closely together and are difficult to differentiate using traditional default color maps. Using our algorithm it is much easier to
see that there are in fact many individual surfaces.
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(a) ParaView Mandelbrot

(b) ParaView HCCI

(c) ParaView Lifted Ethylene Jet

(d) Inter-mode Mandelbrot

(e) Inter-mode HCCI

(f) Inter-mode Lifted Ethylene Jet

(g) Intra-mode Mandelbrot

(h) Intra-mode HCCI

(i) Intra-mode Lifted Ethylene Jet

(j) Inter-mode Mandelbrot

(k) Inter-mode HCCI

(l) Inter-mode Lifted Ethylene Jet

(m) Intra-mode Mandelbrot

(n) Intra-mode HCCI

(o) Intra-mode Lifted Ethylene Jet

Figure 7: The first row demonstrates default color maps generated by ParaView for the Mandelbrot, HCCI, and Lifted Ethylene Jet datasets. The
second and third row contrast inter- vs. intra-mode differences with the prominent values emphasized as colors with low lightness in CIELAB
space, while the fourth and fifth row contrast inter- vs. intra-mode differences with prominent values de-emphasized as colors with high lightness
in CIELAB space.

